Abstract. The time derivative of vectors depends on the coordinate frame in which the vector is expresses and the coordinate frame in which the derivative is taken. By redefining and expanding the Euler's derivative transformation formula, we introduce the general theory of derivative and coordinate frames using a proper notation method. Introducing three coordinate frames, we show that the Coriolis acceleration is the addition of two different accelerations. Furthermore, a new acceleration term appears that we call it Razi acceleration.
Introduction
Consider an orthogonal global coordinate frame G .OX Y Z/, and an orthogonal body coordinate frame B .Oxyz/, that are fixed at the common point O. A vector is called a B-vector when it is expressed in the B-frame. Similarly, a vector is call a G-vector when it is expressed in the G-frame [1] . A derivative of a vector in the same coordinate frame in which the vector is expressed is called a simple derivative. The simple derivatives of the G-vector
It is also possible to find the G-derivative of B r and Bderivative of G r. A derivative of a vector in a coordinate frame other than that the vector is expressed in is called a mixed derivative. We show the G-derivative of the Bvector B r by B G v and call it the B-expression of G-velocity.
Corresponding author: R. N. Jazar, E-mail: Reza.Jazar@rmit.edu.au. Similarly, a B-derivative of the G-vector G r is G B v and is called the G-expression of B-velocity [2] .
Therefore, there are four different velocities as the first time derivative of a position vector r:
We use the sign Based on the above definition of derivatives, a variable vector r can be differentiated in either coordinate frames G or B. However, the order of differentiating is important because,
When the position B-vector of a point P , is not constant, the interested point P is not a fixed point in B and
and similarly the B-derivative of G r .t / is defined by: Figure 1 . Three relatively rotating coordinate frames A, B, and C .
Equation (10) is the general form of the third type of first derivative and is introduced by Euler [1, 4] . Sometimes the result of Equation (10) is used to define transformation of the differential operator on a general B-vector B from the body to global coordinate frame [5] .
Based on the derivative transformation formula, the left hand side, B G P , indicates the global .G/ time derivative expressed in body frame .B/, or simply B-expression of Gderivative of B . We call Equation (10) the simple derivative transformation formula that relates the derivative of a B-vector as it would be seen from G-frame to its derivative as seen from B-frame. As expressed and applied by Euler, the derivative transformation formula (10) is more general and can be applied to every vector for derivative transformation between every two relatively moving coordinate frames [5] . A proof of the simple derivative transformation formula is given in Appendix A.
Expanding the Euler derivative transformation formula, and using the introduced coordinate frame and derivative notations, we develop the definition and equations of second derivative and mixed derivative formulas.
Mixed Derivative Transformation Formula
Consider three relatively rotating coordinate frames A, B, and C as is shown in Figure 1 . The B-expression of Avelocity of a moving point P in the body coordinate frame B .Oxyz/ is:
and the B-expression of C -velocity of a moving point in the body coordinate frame B .Oxyz/ is:
Combining Equations (13) and (14), we find:
Rearrangement it presents the following formula for changing the frame C in which we have taken a derivative of B r P to the frame A in which we need the derivative to be taken.
We may equivalently show it as:
Equation (17) 
Second Derivative
Second derivative of vectors follows the same rule of the first G and B derivatives of G and B vectors. The derivative of the B-vector
We call G a and B a simple accelerations as they are simple derivatives of the simple velocities G v and B v. We may also calculate the mixed derivatives and find the G and B derivatives of
and the B-derivative of
We call Having only one rotating B-frame in a global G-frame, we can define eight accelerations as the second time derivative of a position vector r:
Only the first and eight second derivatives are simple accelerations. These two accelerations can be found by simple differentiating of a vector in the same frame they are expressed. Therefore, the G-derivative of G-velocity and B-derivative of B-velocity provide the G-acceleration and B-acceleration, respectively.
Recalling the derivative transfer formula (17) and the mixed velocities (10) and (11), we can find the mixed accelerations of second to seventh cases.
To derive the general expressions of mixed accelerations, let us assume the point P is a moving point in B. The second case, B G a D BB GG a, is the B-expression of a Gacceleration. It happens when the position vector of a point is given in B while bpth derivatives are taken in G.
The first term, B a, is the body acceleration of the moving P in B, regardless of rotation of B in G. So, B a can be assumed as the acceleration of the moving point in B with respect to a body point that is coincident with P at the moment. The second term, B G˛B B r, is the tangential acceleration of a body point that is coincident with P at the moment. The third term, 2
, is the Coriolis acceleration and is the result of a moving point in B while B is rotating in G. The fourth term,
B r , is the centripetal acceleration of a body point that is coincident with P at the moment. The B-expression of G-acceleration B G a is the most applied and practical acceleration in dynamics of rigid bodies. In case of a rigid body, the point P is a fixed point in B and the acceleration B G a simplifies to:
The third acceleration,
In case of a fixed point in B, we have 
The fifth acceleration,
The sixth acceleration,
The seventh acceleration,
The seventh acceleration 
Mixed Derivative Transformation Formula
Consider a point P that can move in the body coordinate frame B .Oxyz/. Using the derivative transformation formula (17) we find the B-expression of G-velocity as:
Another G-derivative of this equation provides the Bexpression for the global acceleration of P as (32).
Using this result, we can define the second derivative transformation formula of a B-vector B from the body to global coordinate frame.
The final result B G R shows the second global time derivative expressed in body frame, or B-expression of second G-derivative of a vector B . Consider three relatively rotating coordinate frames A, B, and C . The B-expression of A-acceleration of a moving point P in the body coordinate frame B .Oxyz/ is:
and the B-expression of C -acceleration of a moving point in the body coordinate frame B .Oxyz/ is:
Combining Equations (42) and (43), we find:
Rearrangement provides the following formula for changing the frame C in which we have taken two derivatives of B r P to the frame A in which we need the derivatives to be taken. 
We call Equation (46) the mixed second derivative transformation formula. It present the method to change the frame in which the second derivatives of a vector B is taken. The mixed second derivative transformation formula (46) is more general than the simple derivative transformation formula (41). Equation (41) is a special case of (46) when, B Á C or 
Mixed Double Derivative
Consider three relatively rotating frames A, B, and C . We define the mixed double acceleration AA CB a as the Aexpression of the second derivative of a position vector A r when the first derivative is taken in the B-frame and the second derivative is taken in the C -frame.
The mixed double derivative is produced when we take the first and second derivatives of A r in different coordinate frames B and C . We call the acceleration AA CB a, the mixed double acceleration. The first term A a is the local A-acceleration of a moving point P in A-frame. The combined terms
The term
A r is the tangential acceleration of P . The term
A r is the mixed centeripital acceleration. The term
A r is a new term in the acceleration of P , that cannot be seen in simple acceleration B G a. We call this term the Rāzī acceleration and show it by a Ra .
To show Equation (47), we take the first and second derivatives of A r in different coordinate frames B and C . Using the derivative transformation formula, the Bderivative of A r is:
A time derivative of this equation in a third frame C would be: Figure 2 . A spinning disc about its axis, and turning about a globally fixed axis.
Example 1. Practical double mixed acceleration.
The Rāzī acceleration appears in the double mixed acceleration when there are a global frame G and two turning body coordinate frames B 1 in B 2 in G. Using the relative motion of the coordinate frames, the B 1 -expression of the acceleration of a body point in B 2 is:
(52) Let us consider a point P on a disc with radius R, that is mounted on a turning shaft. The disc spins about a tilted axis on the shaft, as is shown in Figure 2 . We set a global coordinate frame G at the disc center O. A coordinate frame B 1 is attached to the disc at O such that y 1 coincides with Y -axis, and .x 2 ; z 2 / is coplanar with .X; Z/. The disc is mounted in B 1 at a constant angle say 45 deg. The disc coordinate frame is B 2 . The disc spins with constant angular velocity
, and B 1 turns about the Y -axis with constant angular velocity
The point P is at:
and the transformation matrices between the frames are:
cos ' 0 sin ' 0 1 0 sin ' 0 cos ' 
The velocity 2 1 v of P is: 
If we are standing in B 1 , then 1 v is the velocity of P that we see.
If we are standing in G and watching P , then G v is the velocity that we see.
It is because,
0:707 11 P ' sin Â 0:707 11 P ' cos Â 0:707 11 P '
0:707 11 P ' sin Â C P Â 0:707 11 P ' cos Â 0:707 11 P '
The accelerations 1 a and G a are the direct accelerations that we can measure when we are standing in B 1 or G, respectively. However, there are some other second derivatives that can be measured indirectly. The acceleration 2 1 a is: and therefore, 1 a is:
The acceleration 2 G a is:
0:707 P ' sin Â C P Â 0:707 P ' cos Â 0:707 P ' 
and therefore, 2 a is: 
The double mixed acceleration 22 G1 a is:
The first term, 0:707R P Â P 'O { 2 is the Rāzī acceleration and the second term,
Employing the mixed derivative transformation formula (17), we can determine 
which must be the same as (64).
We achieved this result because the x, y, and z components of B r P are scalar. Scalars are invariant with respect to coordinate frame transformations. Therefore, if x is a scalar then,
The B-derivative of G r P can be found similarly.
The angular velocity of B relative to G is a vector quantity and can be expressed in either frames. Figure 3 . A moving body point P at B r.t / in the rotating body frame B:
If the point P is moving in B then the mixed integrals would be:
Using Equations of simple and mixed derivatives, we can define the simple integrals as follows.
Similarly, the mixed integrals of a body vector are:
